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The Inclusion of School Libraries to COBISS

In line with the Act Amending the Librarianship Act (ZKnj-1A) (Official Gazette RS, No. 92/2015), school libraries joined the COBISS.SI system. The National Education Institute (acting as the training session organiser), the National library of Slovenia and IZUM joined their forces in the process of including school libraries into the COBISS.SI system. Training took place between 1 September 2016 and 31 August 2018. In this period, training was organized for up to 450 people (one person per school). The training dates and locations were coordinated between IZUM and the National Education Institute. The libraries must edit their library catalogue within the COBISS.SI system exclusively by means of downloading records from the COBISS.SI shared catalogue. With the inclusion of school libraries, the COBISS.SI system became a true national library system as the population can use only one uniform library information system throughout their entire education.